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on the View−Sphere
a) Sketches b) View−Dependent Model c) Moving different cameras d) Final Stylized Animation

We take a set of sketches (a), reconstruct their poses and get the view-dependent models (b), then we create the view-sphere and move

different cameras on it (c), giving view-dependent variations of an animation which we reuse to get the final stylized animation (d).

Abstract

We present in this paper a technique for stylized reuse of
view-dependent animation. We illustrate with an example,
how can a unique animation be synthesized by reusing the
view-dependent variations of the same character. We start
with a sequence of sketches given by an artist, create the
view-dependent model corresponding to the sketches and
then generate the view-dependent animations by moving the
camera in the generated view-sphere. We are able to blend
across multiple view-spheres to create complex motion se-
quences. We then compose animations generated by move-
ment of multiple cameras to get two instances of a single
character to perform as two different characters doing dif-
ferent actions in the same animation.

1. Introduction
Stylized animation and rendering have been used, in re-
cent years, to produce compelling and visually appealing
imagery. Stylizations enhance the artistic impact of the
animated character and impart them with a personality of
their own. The stylization may vary the appearance of such
characters with time, viewing direction, their mood or their
pose. View-dependent geometry [16] is a form of styliza-
tion which allows the animator to make the character re-
spond automatically to changes in the view direction. How-
ever, applying such stylizations to a character animation re-
quires considerable skill and hard work on the part of the
animator. We demonstrate a technique to reuse the view-

dependent animation to create new stylized animations.
Synthesis of newer animations using motion synthesis

techniques has been widely researched. All the previ-
ous work in the direction of animation reuse has gener-
ally focused on creating newer, meaningful motions given a
database of previously recorded motion capture data. How-
ever, reuse of stylized animation is difficult because often
the stylizations are generated for a particular viewpoint.
View-dependent animation allows us to overcome this lim-
itation.

View-dependent animations are responsive to changes
in the camera. Hence, newer variations of the animation
are generated automatically as the viewpoint changes. We
present in this paper a way to synthesize new animations
by aesthetically combining the variations generated due to
changes in viewpoint. We start from sketches given by
the animator, create view-dependent models using the sys-
tem given by Chaudhuri et. al. [6], and generate the view-
dependent animations by moving multiple cameras. This
generates view-dependent variations of the animation. We
give an example that illustrates one of the many ways in
which the animator can combine/reuse the view-dependent
variations to generate newer animation.

2. Background
Our work bridges across the two themes of stylized anima-
tion and animation reuse. We discuss the related work per-
taining to these two areas one by one.

Several artwork styles have been explored in stylized



animation and rendering literature such as pen and ink,
painting, informal sketching, and charcoal drawing. Many
of these algorithms focus on a specific artistic style, or a
closely related family of styles. For example, Meier [14]
describes a technique for creating animations evocative of
impressionistic painting, and Kowalski et. al. [12] create
cartoon-style renderings reminiscent of Dr. Seuss. Hertz-
mann and Perlin [10] and Hays and Essa [9] give tech-
niques to transform images and videos into painterly anima-
tions depicting different artistic styles. Stylizations based
on innovative use of the camera have also been researched.
Agrawala et. al. [1] present an interactive tool for creating
multi-projection images and animation. Glassner [8] talks
about using cubist principles in animation, i.e. rendering si-
multaneously from multiple points of view in an animation
using an abstract camera model. Coleman and Singh [7]
present an approach that distorts scene geometry so that
when viewed through a standard linear perspective camera,
the scene appears nonlinearly projected. They also address
the impact of nonlinear projection on rendering and explore
various illumination effects.

View specific distortions also form a very elegant method
for specifying stylized animations. View-dependent geom-
etry (VDG) as introduced by Rademacher [16] is a method
for specifying models in such a manner that their geometry
can change with the view point. The inputs to the system
are a 3D model of a character (the base model) and a set
of drawings of the character from various viewpoints. The
user then manually matches the viewing direction and the
shape of the base model with each drawing thus creating
a key viewpoint and key deformation pair for every draw-
ing. A key viewpoint and a key deformation pair together
constitute a view-dependent model. All the key viewpoints
taken together and projected onto a sphere around the base
model form a view-sphere. Every key viewpoint has the
corresponding key deformation associated with it. Tracing
any camera path on this view-sphere generates the appropri-
ate animation with view-dependent deformations. One of
the major drawbacks is the amount of manual intervention
required by the user in the creation of the view-dependent
models. Chaudhuri et. al. [6] present a system that allows
for automated recovery of the key viewpoint and creation of
view-dependent models. We have augmented this system to
create our animations, and we discuss the system in brief in
the next section.

Synthesis of new animations from existing motion data
has been extensively worked upon. Kovar et. al. [11] present
Motion Graphs as a technique to encapsulate connections
among the motion database. New motion can be gener-
ated by building walks on the graph. Lee et. al. [13] al-
low interactive control of avatars animated using motion
data, with multiple interfaces to control the avatars be-
haviour. Arikan et. al. [2] allow the user to annotate a

motion database and then paint a timeline with the anno-
tations to synthesize newer motions. Rose et. al. [17] use
radial basis functions to interpolate between and extrapolate
around a set of aligned and labeled example motions (e.g.,
happy/sad and young/old walk cycles), then use kinematic
solvers to smoothly string together these motions. Brand
and Hertzmann [4] describe Style Machines to do stylistic
motion synthesis by learning motion patterns from a highly
varied set of motion capture sequences. Bregler et. al. [5]
describe a method to capture the motion from a cartoon an-
imation and retarget to newer characters.

Contribution – Our technique for synthesizing stylized
animation is targeted more towards generating stylistic vari-
ations of the animations of a character depending on view-
point changes rather than synthesizing new motion in gen-
eral. The basis of view-dependent geometry provides us
a setting to effect such variations very easily. We illus-
trate the concept through an example, but we would like
to stress at this point that the example merely forms one
of the many ways in which these stylistic variations can be
reused. We will attempt to point out other ways to reuse the
view-dependent stylizations while discussing one specific
example in detail.

3. Overview
We use the system developed in [6] to create the view-
dependent models. We describe the system in brief.

The system described in the original paper has two ma-
jor components. We use the first component i.e. the view-
dependent deformation (VDD) system to create the view-
dependent models. The VDD system requires the following
inputs: the sketches of the character in various poses and
a 3D mesh model of the character which we call the base
mesh model. The VDD system modifies the base mesh to
match the sketched pose.

We embed a skeleton inside the mesh model using a sim-
ple interactive tool. We next construct a lattice made up of
tetrahedral cells, enclosing the mesh, using another inter-
active tool. Then the system can recover a camera which
best aligns the base mesh with the viewing direction in the
sketch. For this the user needs to specify joint correspon-
dences between the embedded skeleton and the sketched
pose. Using these correspondences, the system can robustly
solve for the best possible camera which matches the view-
ing direction in the 2D sketch of the character. The recov-
ered camera is used to drive a view-dependent deformation
model. The deformation model has a multi-layered struc-
ture. At the first stage it uses an inverse kinematics (IK)
layer. This matches the pose of the embedded skeleton to
the sketched pose. The IK layer is integrated with the view-
dependent framework which constrains it to find poses very



close to the desired pose. At the second stage it uses a lattice
based direct free form deformation (DFFD) layer. The mesh
deformation model is also integrated with the recovered
view, so the mesh can be deformed in accordance with the
recovered view and a best possible match with the sketched
character is obtained. This view recovery and deformation
process is repeated for each of the sketched poses. At the
end of this stage we have a set of recovered views and cor-
responding deformed meshes - these are the key viewpoint
and key deformation pairs (introduced in the previous sec-
tion) respectively.

The second major component of the system is the view-
dependent animation (VDA) system. We have extended
this component to help us create our animation. This set
of view-dependent models is passed on to the VDA sys-
tem. The animation system actually generates at run time
the view-sphere and all the frames in response to the cam-
era path traced on this sphere. We have extended the an-
imation system to handle inter-view-sphere interpolations
for the viewpoint and the generated view-dependent defor-
mations, which allow us to expand the complexity of move-
ments which the VDA system can handle.

In the following sections we present our techniques in
detail. We first describe the generation of basic view-
dependent stylization.

4. View-dependent stylization
After processing all the sketches using the VDD system, we
have a set of recovered views and corresponding deformed
meshes - these are the key viewpoint and key deformation
pairs. To create view-dependent stylizations, we normal-
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Figure 2: A view-sphere - The smaller blue and red spheres
are the key viewpoints

ize all the recovered key viewpoints to a unit sphere which
surround the base model. This is called the view-sphere.
Then we partition the space inside the view sphere by com-
puting its 3D convex hull (see Figure 2). We have used the
Qhull [15] program which implements the quickhull [3] al-
gorithm to compute the convex hull of the key viewpoints.

4.1. Single view-sphere stylization
We want to get the deformed mesh model for any new view-
point on this view-sphere. To get the desired deformation
the system first finds the closest three key viewpoints. The
new viewpoint will lie in the triangle formed by these three
key viewpoints and hence will have barycentric coordinates,
say given by w1, w2, w3. To get the new deformed mesh at
this new viewpoint, every vertex of the mesh (say v) is com-
puted as a barycentric combination of the corresponding
vertices in the three key deformations or deformed meshes
associated with the afore mentioned key viewpoints (say vi,
v j, vk) as v = w1 ·vi +w2 ·v j +w3 ·vk. The barycentric inter-
polant is used here because it is linear and simple to com-
pute. When one of the barycentric weights reaches a value
of 1 and the other two weights are equal to zero, the cur-
rent viewpoint exactly matches a key viewpoint (i.e., when
the current viewpoint is at a triangle vertex). When this oc-
curs, the new deformed model will exactly match the one
key deformation corresponding to that viewpoint.

The barycentric weights can be scaled exponentially to
alter the sharpness of the transition between adjacent defor-
mations. We define these new, scaled weights as:

(wi)
∗ =

(wi)
α

(w1)α +(w2)α +(w3)α (1)

If these (wi)
∗’s are used instead of the original (wi)’s to gen-

erate the new deformed mesh for the current viewpoint, then
as the parameter α grows > 1, the resulting blended model
moves more quickly towards the nearest key deformation
and as α becomes < 1, the blend is more gradual. Now ani-
mating in the view space consists merely tracing the camera
path on the sphere and the animation is generated automati-
cally in response to the view. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 3, where the smaller green sphere represents the
current viewpoint, while the smaller red spheres are the key
viewpoints. The three closest key viewpoints are marked
blue in every case. Note how the model deforms as the cur-
rent viewpoint moves over the view-sphere (for clarity only
the convex hull of the view space is shown instead of the
view-sphere) The animation is specified in terms of a path
on the view sphere and the animation system generates the
view-sphere and the various meshes and novel view at run
time.

4.2. Multiple view-sphere stylization
A single view-sphere cannot accommodate too many poses
and hence the animations which can be generated using it
are limited. For complex animation sequences the animator
may generate multiple view-spheres (See Figure 4 which
shows two different view-spheres). It should be noted that
all the views of the second view-sphere cannot be put into
the first view-sphere as that will cause the camera path
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Figure 3: Moving the current viewpoint (green sphere) to generate the new deformed mesh
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Figure 4: Interpolating among view-spheres with a common key viewpoint

planned on the first view-sphere to be unduly influenced
(during interpolation for getting novel views) by the added
views. This will make the generated animation different
from what was conceived by the artist. Also, if we want
to have different poses of the character from the same view-
point, it is not possible to do this in a single view-sphere and
requires us to work with multiple view-spheres. In cases
where the base model is non-rigidly animated, a single set
of key deformations is no longer sufficient. Such situations
need a different set of key deformations for the keyframes
of the model’s animation. This essentially results in a sep-
arate view-sphere at each keyframe. The animation is gen-
erated by blending the deformations on a per-frame basis in
response to the current viewpoint as the viewpoint moves
from one view-sphere to another.

The challenge in working with multiple view-spheres
lies in creating a seamless blend between the resulting an-
imations as the viewpoint is transferred from one view-
sphere to another. We explain how we have done a seam-
less blend for the example we have generated. Let V S1 and
V S2 be the two view-spheres. Let X = {xi : 0 < i ≤ n}
and Y = {y j : 0 < j ≤ m} represent the set of key view-
points of the two view-spheres respectively. Now to inter-
polate seamlessly between V S1 and V S2, we require that
X ∩Y 6= φ i.e. the two view-spheres share a common key
viewpoint. Now if we animate along a path which passes
through this key viewpoint it is merely a switching of view-
spheres which effects a seamless blend between the anima-
tions generated by the two spheres. Note that only the key
viewpoint needs to be same and not the key deformation.
An example of this method is shown in Figure 4 where
the view-sphere changes from the second to the third im-
age, and the current viewpoint passes through the common
key viewpoint between the two view-spheres (the current

viewpoint is the small green sphere - note that it occupies
the same position in space when the view-sphere changes).
The animation generated by this movement of the viewpoint
shown in the four images results in a smoothly blended an-
imation. It should be noted that only swapping the view-
spheres when the current viewpoint reaches the common
key viewpoint will cause a discontinuity in the animation.
If the common key viewpoint is vc and the key deformation
corresponding to it is d1 for V S1 and d2 for V S2, then we
swap d1 with d2 before the current viewpoint enters the tri-
angle containing vc. And once the current viewpoint is at
vc, then we swap V S1 and V S2.

This technique has the additional assumption that the
base model has not been translated from V S1 to V S2. If any
of the above assumptions do not hold then, we need to inter-
polate the mesh deformations between the point the current
viewpoint leaves V S1 and enters V S2 using any standard in-
terpolation technique like natural cubic splines.

5. A stylized animation example
The view-dependent stylizations can be put to myriad uses
while making the animation. In the example we discuss,
we create a ballet animation for a character named Hugo.
We create an animation where we want two characters to
perform a coordinated ballet sequence, however, both the
characters are actually instances of the same character each
performing different ballet moves.

5.1. Planning and Sketching
We begin by planning the storyboard for the animation and
sketching the various key poses, for which we later create
the view-dependent models, This stage is primarily gov-
erned by the artist’s conception of the animation, the var-



ious poses and camera moves which will constitute the ani-
mation. The artist also needs to have an idea of how will the
view-dependent stylization be used finally - here we use it to
create the two characters. Some of the sketches we used are
given in Figure 5. Taken pairwise the sketches will form the
part of three different view-spheres. For example, Sketch 1
and 2 belong to the same view-sphere and they show how
the character will look from two different viewpoints on that
sphere. The animator also has to plan at this stage the cam-
era movement direction during the animation and the point
where the viewpoint will move from one view-sphere to an-
other (see Section 4).

Figure 5: Sketches of various ballet poses

5.2. Reconstructing the Poses
Now the animator uses the VDD system to recover the cam-
eras from the sketches which aligns the base mesh with the
sketched pose, and then to deform the mesh to get the best
possible match with the sketches (see Section 3). We show
the posed meshes in Figure 6 for the sketches shown in Fig-
ure 5. The poses and the recovered cameras form the view-
dependent models which are then passed on to our anima-
tion system.

Figure 6: Hugo posed in various ballet poses

5.3. Rendering the animation
To get the desired animation, we plan the movement of two
cameras across the view-spheres. Each of the cameras will
generate one of our characters respectively (See Figure 7.
Note that both the cameras cross over from one view-sphere
to another in the centre view-sphere, while maintaining a
smooth camera path). Further to enhance the illusion that
we actually are animating two characters, we render the
characters separately and compose the two camera views to
get one coherent dance sequence. We show a sequence of
frames from our final animation in Figure 8. The characters
in green and red are our two dancers.

5.4. Other Possibilities
The idea for this animation was essentially inspired by cu-
bist paintings which portray the parts of the same char-
acter in a painting from different perspectives, while we
are showing two instances of the same character anima-
tion, each from different perspectives or viewpoints which
lend them their unique view-dependent style. The anima-
tions are composed here to give a visually pleasing effect.
The animations can be composed to form more abstract se-
quences as well, with different parts of the same charac-
ter being given different view-dependent stylizations, con-
trolled by their own cameras. Another application is to
have one global camera control a crowd of characters and
since the camera will be at a different location with respect
to the local coordinate system of each character, each will
be posed differently than the other. Another idea might be
to control multiple cameras generating the view-dependent
variations by the movement of one master camera and gen-
erate the animation as a weighted combination of the views
of the controlled cameras, or from the viewpoint of the in-
dependent master camera.

We believe that the reuse of view-dependent stylizations
can lead to many interesting animations which are not pos-
sible or are very cumbersome to create using other ways of
doing animation.

6. Results
We have made the complete ballet animation. The anima-
tion changes four view-spheres during the dance sequence.
Many characteristic ballet moves are performed by the char-
acter including an allégro, a pirouette and a promenade. The
two characters perform different moves in tandem with each
other, choreographed to be sometimes in response to each
others moves and at other times be in competition with each
other. We will like to stress here that all the moves for both
the characters are always generated from the same view-
sphere i.e. the two characters are always view-dependent
variations of each other.

The final animation titled “Through the Looking
Glass” can be downloaded from our site at http://
www.cse.iitd.ac.in/˜parag/projects/style reuse/.

7. Conclusions
We have shown a technique for the stylized reuse of view-
dependent animation to produce a unique, stylized anima-
tion sequence. We have shown how variation of poses of the
same character generated in response to camera movements
can be used to generate aesthetically pleasing animation.

It would be interesting to see other types of stylizations
possible by reuse of view-dependent stylizations.
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Figure 7: Camera 1 (Green) generates the green character, Camera 2 (Red) generates the red character. Each view sphere
generates two character poses in response to the two cameras.

Figure 8: Frames from the completed animation
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